Historic Britain from the Air

An exploration of England, Scotland and
Wales, this book features aerial
photographs of buildings and places
usually only seen from the ground. The
images, text, and captions are organized by
region, giving an overview of many
historical
monuments.
From
the
Canterbury Cathedral, the Gothic spires of
Oxford University to the dramatic St
Michaels Mount in Cornwall or Hadrians
Wall in the north of England, this book
travels to significant places and tells their
story. The birds-eye photographs have been
specially commissioned and include a
number of places that are often overlooked.
This book is for the armchair traveller, the
tourist, and the historian.

Specialists may question the interpretations offered of individual buildings and grumble at the sometimes arbitrary
selection of material. Why, for example, are Rare pictures of St Pauls Cathedral and Blackpool Tower are included in
treasured collection made freely available on new Britain from AboveThe Cambridge University Collection of Aerial
Photography (CUCAP) is the result Virtually the whole of Britain has been covered, with the obliques depicting
aHistoric aerial imagery offers an unprecedented and unparalleled insight into the past, showing us changes that have
taken place, and buildings that have stood Learn about discoveries made in over 50 years of flying by Historic England
aerial photographers and their predecessors.Historic Britain from the Air [Nicholas Best] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers.The Historic England Archive holds over 4 million aerial photographs. The collections cover the whole
of England and date from the late 19th century century toNews: Britain from Above website launches Rare and fragile
aerial photos from Aerofilms Collection conserved, digitised and now available online. More thanLearn about the
Britain from Above project, which conserved 95000 Aerofilms images, and search the historic aerial images of Britain
taken from 19.Specialists may question the interpretations offered of individual buildings and grumble at the sometimes
arbitrary selection of material. Why, for example, areThe National Collection of Aerial Photography is one of the largest
collections tens of millions of images featuring historic events and places around the world.Details of our photography
collections held in the public Historic England Archive. We have oblique and vertical aerial photography covering
every corner of Aerofilms: A history from above presents an aerial picture of the nation in the first half of the twentieth
century.Nicholas Best grew up in Kenya and was educated there, in England and at Trinity College, Dublin. He served
in the Grenadier Guards and worked in LondonDiscover the photographs and records held at the Historic England
Archive. Our collection of aerial photographs contains over 4 million images, covering the
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